From: svosmarimi
Sent: 03/31/2010 3:57:22 PM
To: SMART Core
Subject: IR QABOOL KHAN PROVIDING SECRET INFORMATION TO THE HAQQANI NETWORK ON U.S. BASES IN SALERNO AND CHAPMAN

(b)(3):10 USC 424

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET/NOFORN.

SUMMARY: (U) SEE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, TEXT PARAGRAPH 1, BELOW.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. AS OF 29 AUGUST 2010, QABOOL KHAN, WHO IS A MANAGER WITH WATAN SECURITY IN KHOST PROVINCE, IS PROVIDING SIRAJ HAQQANI'S INTELLIGENCE SECTION WITH SECRET INFORMATION ON U.S. FORWARD OPERATING BASES IN SALERNO AND CHAPMAN. KHAN PROVIDES THE HAQQANI NETWORK WITH MONEY, LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS OF THE VEHICLES ON THE BASE, PLUS THE NAMES AND PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF U.S. MILITARY AND CONTRACTORS ON THE BASE.

AS OF 29 AUGUST 2010, QABOOL ((KHAN)), WHO IS A MANAGER FOR WATAN PRIVATE SECURITY COMPANY IN KHOWST PROVINCE, AFGHANISTAN, IS SECRETLY PROVIDING INFORMATION ON U.S. BASES TO SIRAJ ((HAQQANI))'S INTELLIGENCE SECTION IN MIRAM SHAH, PAKISTAN. SIRAJ HAQQANI AND IBRAHIM ((HAQQANI)) ORDERED KHAN TO OBTAIN A JOB ON AN AMERICAN BASES IN KHOWST PROVINCE. KHAN WAS INTRODUCED TO WATAN SECURITY COMPANY THROUGH MAHMOUD ((KARZAI)), WHO IS THE BROTHER OF AFGHAN PRESIDENT HAMID ((KARZAI)). MAHMOUD KARZAI KNEW KHAN, AND THROUGH KARZAI'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE KHOWST CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, OBTAINED A JOB FOR KHAN AT WATAN SECURITY. KHAN IS CURRENTLY A MANAGER WITH WATAN SECURITY, AND HAS PRIVATE SECURITY GUARDS POSTED ON U.S. BASES SALERNO AND CHAPMAN. KHAN RECEIVES $800.00 U.S. DOLLARS PER MONTH, IN WHICH $200.00 U.S. DOLLARS GOES TO THE GUARD, $300.00 U.S. DOLLARS TO KHAN, AND $300.00 U.S. DOLLARS IS GIVEN TO THE HAQQANI NETWORK. KHAN ALSO PROVIDES THE HAQQANI NETWORK WITH LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS OF THE VEHICLES ON THE BASE, PLUS THE NAMES AND PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF U.S. MILITARY AND CONTRACTORS ON THE BASE. KHAN COMMUNICATES TO THE HAQQANI NETWORK THROUGH COURIERS WHO TRAVEL BETWEEN KHOWST PROVINCE, AFGHANISTAN AND MIRAM SHAH, PAKISTAN. IN RETURN KHAN IS NOT ATTACKED BY HAQQANI OPERATIVES LEAVING THE AMERICAN BASE OR KHAN'S PERSONAL RESIDENCE. KHAN LEAVES HIS WINDOW DOWN WHEN LEAVING THE AMERICAN BASE AS A SIGNAL TO HAQQANI OPERATIVES NOT TO ATTACK HIS VEHICLE. KHAN IS 35 YEARS OLD, TALL, GREEN-BROWN EYES, BLACK HAIR, TRIMMED BLACK BEARD, AND HAS NO DISTINGUISHABLE MARKS. KHAN WEARS A RADO WATCH.

ALL NAMES AND TRANSLATIONS WERE OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF AN INTERPRETER. ALL NAMES AND PLACES ARE SPELLED PHONETICALLY.
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